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For your requirement of
DENKA CHLOROPRENE

RUBBER
(from Denki Kagaku Kogyo K.K. Japan)

GRADES
M-30 / M-40 / S-40V / PS-40A,

PM-40NS, DCR-40A, A-30, A-90,
A-100, A-400, DCR-15H, M-130H

& DCR-25
For sales enquiries contact:

SPARTAN AGENCIES
Indenting agents for

Western Region of India only
Tel.: 022 - 2850 5115 / 5730 / 6512

Fax: 022 - 2852 1013
Email: spartanagencies@gmail.com

I R O D U R

E462 Dark Brown
E730N Water Clear

DELHI CHEMICAL
& RUBBER PRODUCTS

Tel.: 011 - 43573990,
8383936459, 9873388884
E-mail: dcrpnd@gmail.com

TPU for Adhesives
Elastollan Bondura
AS626 - AS632 - AS632B

Zinc Oxide Active AZO945 SA45
AZO805 - AZO808

Synthetic Rubbers Rubber Chemicals

POLYISOCYANATE
HARDENERS

Phone: 91 22 25092756 Extn. 207  Mob: 9082849756  E-mail: sales@berubber.com, himanshu@berubber.com

Importer & Distributor of
www.berubber.com General Purpose & Extrusion

Appearance - Translucent & Transparent
At Consistent Quality & Affordable Price
GP 30, P 40, GP 50, GP 60, GP 70, GP 80Silicone Gum / Rubber

BerubsilBerubsilBerubsilBerubsilBerubsil

info@irtubes.com www.irtubes.com
Contact: 9689927193, 9850630074
E-mail: info@irtubes.com  www.irtubes.com

Aquaspersions has a range of vulcanizing
agents, activators, anti-oxidants and

accelerators for the rubber industry.

60% Sulphur dispersion  50% Zinc Oxide
dispersion  50% Aquanox-L Super f ine
dispersion  50% ZDEC dispersion  50%
ZDBC dispersion  50% ZMBT dispersion 
70% TiO2 dispersion  50% A 601 Composite
dispersion for gloves  A419 composite
dispersion for nitrile examination gloves

Pune, Maharashtra.

Water based chemical dispersions for latex rubber

100% satisfaction guaranteed with
Aquaspersions Dispersions

Tyre industry which is in crisis
due to Covid-19 pandemic could
be facing more issues due to
further restrictions on import of
natural rubber.

Reacting to United Planters’ Association
of Southern India’s (UPASI) recent
demand for immediate moratorium on
natural rubber imports, the Automotive
Tyre Manufacturers’ Association (ATMA)
has said the domestic natural rubber
output is woefully deficient and can
barely feed 60% of the demand which
has resulted in the dependence on
rubber imports. If the Centre backs this
demand, the tyre industry, already in
unprecedented crisis, will go
uncompetitive.

Adding to the exist ing restr ict ive

provisions on import of natural rubber will
adversely affect the tyre industry, which
is already passing through an
unprecedented crisis, ATMA has stated
in a communication to Rubber Board.

Despite the fact that natural
rubber imports are an absolute
must in view of paucity of
domestic production, the imports
are subjected to high import duties

besides other restrictive provisions.
Imports of natural rubber attract a
whopping 25% import duty which is one
of the highest in the world. On the other
hand, tyres can be imported at 10-15%
duty (and much lesser duties under trade
agreements) making it one of the
longest-running cases of inverted duty
structure, said Rajiv Budhraja, director
general of ATMA.

In a letter to K N Raghavan, executive
director of Rubber Board, ATMA director
general Rajiv Budhraja refuted the claim
that natural rubber imports have led to
suppression of domestic natural rubber
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prices, ATMA has stated that domestic
prices have ruled 25% higher than
international prices at any given point of
time. Natural rubber exports from India
have come to a grinding halt in the last
2-3 years being out-priced in the
international markets. And yet, in
solidarity with the domestic natural
rubber growers, the entire domestic
production has been picked up by the
natural rubber consuming interests,
especially the tyre industry year on year.

In addition to high import duty on natural
rubber, the Government has taken a
series of restrictive measures in the last
few years, under pressure from the
natural rubber producing interests.
These include Port Restrictions on
import of natural rubber, provision of NOC
for import of Quality Rubber, Pre Import
Condition for import of natural rubber,
reduction of export obligation period etc.
Purportedly, these measures were
intended with the sole purpose of
improving domestic natural rubber
scenario. However in hindsight it can be
seen that these policy interventions have
not helped achieve the intended
objective. But for the tyre industry, these
have been stumbling blocks in

increasing manufacturing and export
footprint, said in a press statement.

According to ATMA, domestic natural
rubber production was up by 9% during
2019-20. In this period, only 4.6 lakh
tonne of natural rubber was imported.
This, more or less, matches the
domestic production-consumption gap of
4.1 lakh tonnes. Import of natural rubber
to the extent of domestic deficit should
be allowed duty-free since this will, in
no way, cause any difference to

domestic growers as the entire domestic
stock is being picked up by the industry.
However this will certainly provide a level
playing field to the tyre industry and the
entire value chain will get benefitted.

UPASI had, in a statement, urged Union
commerce minister Piyush Goyal to put
a halt in natural rubber imports for at least
two years and called for a safeguard duty
on natural rubber imports, till the rubber
farmers recovered from the production
halt due to lockdown.                      

Online trainingOnline trainingOnline trainingOnline trainingOnline training
on laon laon laon laon latetetetetex gx gx gx gx goodsoodsoodsoodsoods
The Rubber Board organises a three-day
online training programme in latex goods
manufacture for entrepreneurs and other
interested persons, from 16th June,
according to a press release issued by
the Board.

The training will start at 10 am and close
at 1 pm every day. The training includes
scope of latex-based industries, latex
compounding and Micro, Small & Medium
Enterprises (MSME) schemes.        
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Trade Date: 12th June 2020
(Prices in `. / kg)India

Month Open High Low Close
June 2020 121.50 121.50 121.50 121.50
July 2020 125.30 126.20 125.06 125.57
August 2020 0.00 0.00 0.00 124.09
September 2020 0.00 0.00 0.00 125.35
October 2020 0.00 0.00 0.00 126.61
November 2020 0.00 0.00 0.00 127.88

Click: www.rubber4u.com
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Association of Planters of Kerala (APK)
has come out against the Rubber Board
proposal to set up an e-auction platform
for trading natural rubber, saying that
the existing system provides fair prices
for the commodity and maximum
benefit to growers.

Members of the planter’s body felt that
the current open market system, where
the elasticity of supply and demand
determines the price level, will be the
right mechanism for the rubber sector.

Ajith BK, Secretary of APK said rubber
sector is dominated by small and
marginal growers and the local trader
extended financial support to them
through cash advances against future
crops. But the e-auction platform may

not be able to make financial settlements
within a fortnight, which could cost
growers dearly. There are even
apprehensions among the growers that
there are persistent efforts to suppress
the prices below a certain level. Our
members fear that, the possibility of
formation of such cartelisation by the
buyers will be more in the case of rubber,
as this market is dominated by a small
number of large consumers.

Growers are facing tremendous financial
distress due to high production cost, low
price realisation and also due to the ill-
effects of climate change. They are not
supported with any financial assistance
either by the Board or the government,
especially in the case of medium and
large growers, said Ajith.                  

The Association of Natural Rubber
Producing Countries (ANRPC) released
the May figures in which it said that the
global rubber market is starting to recover
from the Covid-19 pandemic due to the
positive sentiment generated by the ease
in lockdown around the world.

The report said that the recovery will be
slow-paced and will depend on a number
of factors. The ANRPC in its reports
estimates that global rubber production
is expected to fall by 4.7 % to 13.130
million tonnes. This figure is lower by
303,000 tonnes from the April figures.

This drastic change occurred due to
India and Indonesia revising their figures.

One of the biggest blows the rubber
industry wil l  receive is from the
automotive sector with demand for
rubber by tyre companies is expected
to fall by 2.4 lakh tonnes from 11.4
lakh metric tonnes to 9 lakh metric
tonnes. The figures released were
released by the Rubber Board. This
means that India will not have to
import any rubber this year.

The production in India increased from

6.53 lakh metric tonnes to 7.10 lakh
metric tonnes and 70% of this
production is used by the tyre company.
Any normal year the tyre manufacturing
industry uses 12 lakh metric tonnes
and because of this India imports 4.65
lakh metric tonnes but this year India
may achieve self-sufficiency even if it
wasn’t its aim.                              

JK Tyre & Industries Ltd. restarted
production after Covid-19 lockdown
recently and reportedly crossed a
production milestone of two crore
units of trucks and bus radial tyres.

Demand is eDemand is eDemand is eDemand is eDemand is expected to fxpected to fxpected to fxpected to fxpected to fallallallallallDemand is eDemand is eDemand is eDemand is eDemand is expected to fxpected to fxpected to fxpected to fxpected to fallallallallall

APK oppose e-auction platformAPK oppose e-auction platform
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Amids t  t he  l ockdown  en fo r ced  as  a
precautionary measure against the outbreak
of covid-19, Tripura rubber farmers are in
despair as they are facing huge losses with
no demand for rubber sheets even though
the price has come down.

Rubber Products
Incubation Centre
starts functioning
A Rubber Products Incubation Centre
(RPIC), which will help non-tyre products
manufacturers in Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises (MSME) sector to
develop innovative processes and
products started functioning at Rubber
Research Institute of India (RRII) campus
in Puthuppally-Kerala.

Rubber Board chairman & executive
director, K N Raghavan after inaugurating
the facility said the Centre will act as a
hub for converting ideas and innovations
of entrepreneurs into quality rubber
products. The objective is to develop a
vibrant rubber product manufacturing
industry working together with natural
rubber growers to add value at each cog
of the supply wheel.

Scientists and engineers attached to the
RPIC would handhold individual
entrepreneurs through various stages of
product development while providing
access to machines and holding
equipment available at the centre. They
would be able to gain access to technical
books and journals available in the library
at the RRII, an official said.             

Tr ipura  i s  the  second- la rges t  rubber
producer in India producing more than 68,000
tonnes of rubber in 85,000 acres of land
throughout the year.

Due to the lockdown the local rubber producers
are at despair as 90% of the total produced
rubber exported to other parts of the country
has stopped. Growers are not sure when the
situation would improve and the demand in the
market will be like before. They are anxiously

waiting for the situation to become normal and
get the actual price for the rubbers.

One of the major reasons for the losses of
the rubber producer is not having any rubber
based industry in the state and depends upon
other state to import the produce. The state
has failed to setup a rubber based industry
in last three decades even though the state
produce quality rubber compared to other
states of the country.                                 

Dr. K.N. Raghavan took
over charge as the
Executive Director of
the Rubber Board on
29-04-2019. He has also
taken over additional
charge of Chairman, Rubber Board,
with effect from 31-05-2020.

RRRRRubububububber gber gber gber gber grrrrrooooowwwwwererererers ws ws ws ws wait anxiouslait anxiouslait anxiouslait anxiouslait anxiously fy fy fy fy for situaor situaor situaor situaor situation to turtion to turtion to turtion to turtion to turn norn norn norn norn normalmalmalmalmalRRRRRubububububber gber gber gber gber grrrrrooooowwwwwererererers ws ws ws ws wait anxiouslait anxiouslait anxiouslait anxiouslait anxiously fy fy fy fy for situaor situaor situaor situaor situation to turtion to turtion to turtion to turtion to turn norn norn norn norn normalmalmalmalmal
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The United Planters’ Association of
Southern India (UPASI) has sought
suspension of natural rubber imports
for two years and a levy of safeguard
duty on imports for three years when
the suspension is revoked, which
would give time for the plantation
sector to recover. The natural rubber
sector provides livelihood to 1.3 million
growers.

AL RM Nagappan, the president of
UPASI, wrote a letter to the Union
commerce and industry and railway
minister Piyush Goyal, about the
current status of natural rubber
farmers who have been going through
a severe crisis due to the steep fall in

prices for the past eight years and
urged the government to ban natural
rubber import until the domestic prices
reach the cost of production. The
coronavirus outbreak followed by
stringent lockdowns has worsened the
situat ion as the natural  rubber
production came to a halt and the
current crisis is threatening the very
existence of the sector.

The production cost is about `.170 per
kg, the current domestic price for sheet
rubber is at `.122.50 a kg. The price of
imported rubber, which attracts 25%
duty, is at least `.7 lower. Almost 75%
of the natural rubber produced in the
country goes to the tyre industry.

Another 15% or so goes to industries
that make products from latex.

As per Upasi, imports as a percentage
of production had increased from 9% in
2008-09 to 89.5% in 2018-19, while
imports as a percentage of consumption
increased from 8.9% to 48.1% during the
corresponding period.

The president of Upasi also requested
the government to introduce safeguard
duty on natural rubber imports for a
period of three years post-removal of
natural rubber import suspension as
this will give extra time for the domestic
natural rubber to boom and revive from
this crisis.                                      

Amid the nationwide lockdown
to combat  the Cov id-19
pandemic, a major population of
da i ly  wage labourers  l ike
const ruct ion workers ,
household helps and other needy people are
struggling hard to make the ends meet in these
difficult times. While to reach these population
volunteers and NGOs help were needed.

Rubber Skill Development Council (RSDC) was

doing its bit too along with its
partners - LabourNet, Aastha
Foundation, Netaji Sewa Sansthan
and Sanskar Education Hub. They
were providing humanitarian relief

in the form of food, sanitation kits and other
essentials to the needy people in the slum areas
continuously using Saamarth Mobile Skill Vans.
Most of these meals are provided to the labourers
and the poor who have been hit the worst owing
to the loss of income during the lockdown.    

Sad demiseSad demiseSad demiseSad demiseSad demise
Amit Biswas, 78 years
old mostly known as
‘Biswasda’ is no more
with us. He was born in
the village of Khardasingh,
near Kolkata. He was
very humble and straight

forward in his approach. As a General
Manger of Phoenix Yule Ltd. (Belting
Division), he travelled around Europe and
Asia and shared his expertise in
Polymer Chemistry. He also served as
the Vice-Chairman of Indian Rubber
Institute, Kolkata Branch.                   

On 13th June 2020
- At 11.10 am CST

WTI CrWTI CrWTI CrWTI CrWTI Crude Oilude Oilude Oilude Oilude Oil

US$36.56

15 Apr                                                13 May

Prices
(July Contract)

RSDC’s partners provide essentials amid lockdownRSDC’s partners provide essentials amid lockdown

PlanterPlanterPlanterPlanterPlanters seek a ban on rs seek a ban on rs seek a ban on rs seek a ban on rs seek a ban on rubububububber imporber imporber imporber imporber importststststsPlanterPlanterPlanterPlanterPlanters seek a ban on rs seek a ban on rs seek a ban on rs seek a ban on rs seek a ban on rubububububber imporber imporber imporber imporber importststststs
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After over two months of lockdown
natural rubber prices are now looking
up amid a supply crunch and
resurgence in demand from tyre makers
and other bulk buyers. Rubber prices
had crashed to an over four-year low of
`.114-115 per kg in May, but currently
trading at `.122.50 per kg and is
expected to make an upward march
upto `.135 per kg in short terms, due
to relaxation of Covid-19 containment
measures and lockdown.

Significant contraction in global natural
rubber production and reopening of
economic activity across countries is
seen supporting rubber prices.
Association of Natural Rubber Producing
Countries scaled down the outlook on
global production of natural rubber. As
per its revised outlook, the production
is expected to fall by 4.7% on year to
13.13 million tonnes in 2020. The revised
output outlook is 303,000 tonnes lower
than the forecast made in April.

Tapping activity in the key growing area
of Kerala has been hit due to the onset
of rain in the state, and added to the
supply crunch in the market. It is the
lean production season and one of the
major problems the rubber industry is
facing is labour shortage as most
workers have returned home due to
Covid-19. Another factor boosting the
sentiment for rubber is likely imposition
of anti-dumping duty on imports of a
certain type of rubber. A rise in rubber
futures on TOCOM also supported
contracts on the domestic bourse.

While Rubber Board has estimated natural
rubber production in 2019-20 at 710,000
tonnes and consumption at 1.21 million
tonnes. The gap between production and
consumption has shrunk to around
422,000 tonnes from 561,000 tonnes.

The board has reported a production loss
of 65,000 tonnes in Apr-May 2020. A rise
in demand from automobile industry is
also seen supporting rubber prices. The
demand from tyre makers is coming back
as manufacturing industry is gearing up
and operations will be in full swing in the
next few weeks.

However, weak mid-term outlook for
crude oil prices is likely to cap sharp
gains in rubber prices, as natural rubber
prices take cues from crude oil as the
latter is used in manufacturing synthetic
rubber. The movement in crude oil prices
currently hinges on the meeting of the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries and its allies.                 

After zero sales in April, vehicle
manufacturers restarted production

and sales operations in May.
Automobile sector accounts for

65% of the country’s rubber
consumption for manufacturing
tyres. Another 20% is used in the
production of accessories for the

automobile sector.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Increasing demand, low supply driving rubber prices
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Increasing demand, low supply driving rubber prices

China-India bilateral trade is a much
debated topic in recent times due to
multitude of factors ranging from
challenges due to import dependency in
some sectors to the business
opportunities as the global supply chain
potentially shifts from China to the rest
of the world including India.

China is India’s one of the leading trade
partners and constitutes 9% of India’s
total export and 18% of total
merchandise imports. Import
dependency on China for a range of raw
materials and critical components is
skewed. For some of the sectors, the
impending supply risk and the policy
shift towards self-reliance is likely to
translate into what is commonly referred
to as ‘Make in India’ or import
substitution. On the export front, the
opportunities for Indian manufacturers

are humongous if there is a sizeable shift
in opportunities from China to India.
Opportunity for India is huge, even if 5%
of US imports shift from China to India
will be a big achievement.

Overall, this global reset of supply chains
is expected to bring a varied response
from Indian companies, depending on
their individual strengths. The overriding
objective of the customers is to reduce
their supply chain risk. To that extent,
the driver of this new phase of
globalisation, unlike the one seen in the
first decade of the 21st century, is to
thrive on ‘reliability’ rather than ‘cost
economics’. We may see a wave of
efforts across sectors aiming at
backward integration and import
substitution; and also likely to witness
immense export opportunities as the
global supply sourcing diversifies.    

GST Council updates
The Goods & Services Tax (GST) Council
meeting held on 12th June, under the
chairmanship of Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman, Members of the Council discussed
issues over videoconferencing in their first meeting
since the Covid-19 lockdown was imposed.

The two main objectives of meeting were to
address the government’s revenue position and
fixing the compensation mechanism for states.
FM Sitharaman said no fees will be levied for
late filing of GST returns for entities with nil liability.
The late fee for non-filing of monthly sales return
for others has been reduced to a maximum of
`.500 for July 2017 to January 2020 period.

For small tax payers whose aggregate turnover
is up to `.5 crore, the rate of interest for late
furnishing of GST returns for Feb, Mar and April
2020 beyond 6th July 2020, the rate of interest
is being reduced from 18% to 9% per annum
and that is only till 30th September.              

Opportunity for India is hugeOpportunity for India is hugeOpportunity for India is hugeOpportunity for India is hugeOpportunity for India is hugeOpportunity for India is hugeOpportunity for India is hugeOpportunity for India is hugeOpportunity for India is hugeOpportunity for India is huge
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Company Name
20 MICRONS
AKZOINDIA
APCOTEX INDS.
APOLLO TYRES
AVT NATURAL
BALKRISHNA INDS.
BASF INDIA
BATA INDIA
BIRLA TYRES
CEAT LTD.
DOLFIN RUBBERS
EASTERN TREADS
ELGI EQUIPEMENTS
GOODYEAR (I)
GOVIND RUBBER
GRP LTD.
GULF PETRO
HARRISON MALAYAL
HIMADRI CHEMICAL
INDAG RUBBER
JK TYRE INDS.
KESORAM INDS.
KHADIM INDIA
M.M. RUBBER
MAHALAXMI RUBTECH
MODI RUBBER
MRF LTD.
NOCIL LTD.
ORIENTAL CARBON
PHILIP CARBON
PIX TRANSMISSION
PTL LTD.
RELAXO FOOTWARE
RELIANCE INDS.
RISHIROOP RUBBER
RUBFILA INTERNAT.
SOMI CONVEYOR
TINNA RUBBER
TTK HEALTHCARE
TVS SRICHAKR
VAMSHI RUBBER LTD.
YASHO INDUSTRIES

Stock Market 4 You

01.06.20 08.06.20 12.06.20
27.10 31.70 27.80
1907.35 1915.90 1878.90
108.85 107.70 107.60
104.70 106.25 106.35
38.30 40.10 37.25
1146.15 1154.60 1149.30
1103.35 1129.75 1080.90
1386.80 1402.55 1367.70
18.30 23.30 28.20
841.90 925.75 925.30
NA NA 41.00
19.85 19.50 21.15
136.75 157.15 143.60
710.95 752.10 711.00
1.55 1.74 2.10
595.00 594.10 NA
44.60 46.45 44.75
61.10 64.55 68.85
44.10 47.50 45.80
62.05 67.15 66.35
53.40 64.20 59.70
26.80 31.50 30.60
85.55 162.00 134.25
26.20 27.50 NA
24.35 26.70 25.05
30.95 30.80 NA
61485.05 64266.65 63690.95
86.70 92.35 90.15
604.15 688.65 691.20
74.75 93.50 88.60
102.25 115.95 105.35
29.95 33.35 31.20
711.55 720.60 656.20
1520.45 1570.05 1588.80
24.45 30.00 28.15
27.80 32.70 32.55
12.81 13.31 15.00
NA 12.65 NA
411.30 445.45 437.30
1401.95 1406.10 1393.30
16.65 15.95 14.15
NA 123.50 124.50
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Equit y on Bombay Stock Exchange

Rubber & Rubber related
Companies

THE RUBBER AND CHEMICAL
MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION
rcma.india@gmail.com    www.rcma.org.in
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India will get its growth back
through Atma-nirbhar Bharat
A day after Moody’s downgraded India’s credit rating to a notch
above junk status on growth concerns, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi asserted that the country will definitely get back its
economic growth and said reforms undertaken during the
lockdown will help the economy in the long-run. Getting growth
back is not that difficult and the path to that is Atma-nirbhar
Bharat, we have to invest in the robust local supply chain that
can strengthen India’s participation in global supply chain. There
is a need to create products that are Made in India and Made
for the World. Self-reliant India is about cutting down imports,
improving productivity setting targets, and not relying on others
in strategic sectors. It is about empowering people to come
out and create solutions that can define the future of our country.

After more than two months of the world’s most expansive
lockdown, the country has entered ‘Un-lock Phase-one’.
Under Un-Lock Phase-one, a large part of the economy has
opened up. Strengthening the economy was among the
highest priorities of the government and the decisions taken
since March will help the nation in the long-run.             
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Currency INR/1Unit INR/1Unit

Chinese (Yuan) 10.49 10.68
Europe (Euro) 83.15 85.31
Indonesian (Rupiah) 0.0051 0.0053
Japanese (Yen) 0.69 0.70
Malaysian (Ringgit) 17.21 17.71
Singapore (Dollar) 52.99 54.33
Sri Lanka (Rupee) 0.39 0.40
Taiwan (Dollar) 2.49 2.54
Thailand (Baht) 2.34 2.43
US (Dollar) 74.90 75.64
Vietnam (Dong) 0.0032 0.0032

On 1st Jun On 13th Jun

CURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RATETETETETECURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RATETETETETE

Visit: www.rubber4u.com /Statistic/Notices/Currency Conversion
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The Association of Natural Rubber
Producing Countries (ANRPC) is
bullish on the short-term trends in
the global natural rubber market,
thanks to a shift in focus of
governments across the world from
epidemic management to
economic recovery.

Market analysts at ANRPC list four
reasons for the positive sentiment that
drives the price recovery. One, the
relaxing of lockdowns in several
countries. Two, increasing optimism on
Covid-19 vaccine. Three, increase in
crude oil prices. Four, the substantial
contraction in the world production
estimates of natural rubber in the first
two quarters of the current year.

Lifting of lockdowns and relaxation of
movement restrictions, manufacturing

and other economic activities are
expected to return to life across
countries, including major rubber
consuming countries. The policies being
launched by various governments to
bring economies back to the growth

trajectory are expected to give a
further boost, ANRPC said in its
monthly report.

The report pointed out that the
policies can help in boosting
business confidence and positive
market sentiment. The uptrend in

crude oil will boost commodity prices,
which is favourable to rubber because
its market usually tracks the general
trends in commodities.

The consumption sector is in the process
of returning to action. While world
consumption fell by 15% in May, the
anticipated decline in June is only 5.3%.
Moreover, global consumption growth is
expected to exit from the negative territory
by July. The improving outlook on world
consumption can contribute to positive
sentiment, the report added.

ShorShorShorShorShort-tert-tert-tert-tert-termmmmm
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The report also highlighted some risk
factors over the possibility of a long-
lasting Covid-19 pandemic, which would
lead to global economic fallout. Even if
the lockdown and movement controls
are withdrawn, it may take several

months to repair the financial damage
caused by the pandemic, especially in
countries where stimulus policies are
not strong or effective in rebuilding the
damage in specific sectors. Increasing
shift towards protectionism and local

sourcing can also weigh on global trade
and movement of goods. Delay in
developing the Covid-19 vaccine and the
possibility of the virus returning in a
second wave can also dim the
prospects of recovery.                    

The Association of Natural Rubber
Producing Countries (ANRPC), which at
the beginning of this year forecast that
both production and demand would rise
in 2020, now sees output falling -
particularly in Indonesia, due to the
economic impact of the coronavirus and
the hit to the car industry.

The outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic
has put the world rubber industry into
one of the worst crises in the past few

decades and has pushed the
stakeholders in the whole value-chain
into chaos, R. B. Premadasa, secretary
general of ANRPC said in a statement.

Demand from car tyre makers such as
Bridgestone has dwindled as car
manufacturing slumped due to the
pandemic and the Japanese company
suspended operations at some plants
in late April and early May. ANRPC
expects Indonesia’s rubber output to

This year, the report considers topics
such as the impact of the new covid-19
pandemic on demand; slowing supply
growth in the United States and other
non-OPEC countries; and the level of
spare production capacity in OPEC
countries to help meet demand growth.

The price of crude oil rose in overnight
trading as investors remained
optimistic about global demand as

drop 12.6% to 2.9 million tonnes in 2020,
while No. 1 producer Thailand will see
production fall by 0.9%.

While the association said there has
been a spike in demand for rubber gloves
and other protective equipment during
the pandemic, which is offset by a
plunge in demand from the car and other
industries. As a result ANRPC expects
global consumption to fall by 6% to
12.904 million tonnes this year.        

economies reopen. Investors were
also waiting for an important OPEC+
meeting which took place in June,
where in OPEC+ group has agreed to
extend its production cuts through
July, apparently satisfied so far with a
rise in the market.

By extending the cuts, the group is
promising to keep an additional 1.9
million barrels per day (b/d) off the

market. The agreement reached is for a
cut of 9.6 million b/d through July. The
cut had been scheduled to decline to
7.7 million b/d next month. It wasn’t
extended to the full 9.7 million b/
d because Mexico had agreed to cut
100,000 b/d in June but balked at
extending those reductions further. The
group will continue to monitor output but
will not meet in full until 1st December
2020 in Vienna.                             

NaNaNaNaNaturturturturtural ral ral ral ral rubububububber industrber industrber industrber industrber industry in crisisy in crisisy in crisisy in crisisy in crisisNaNaNaNaNaturturturturtural ral ral ral ral rubububububber industrber industrber industrber industrber industry in crisisy in crisisy in crisisy in crisisy in crisis

Crude oil momentum continuesCrude oil momentum continues
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Rubber demand growth is expected
to return to positive territory in June
2020 with expectations of natural
rubber consumption to grow 0.4%,
after declining in April (-23.1%) and
May (-10.1%).

The Association of Natural Rubber
Producing Countries (ANRPC) has
released its latest report on trends. It
notes that consistent with a trend that
began in April, natural rubber prices
have begun to recover as the easing of
Covid-19 related restrictions begins
across the world. ANRPC has further
scaled down its outlook on world
production of natural rubber. This revised
outlook predicts that world production
is expected to fall by 4.7%, to 13.130
million tonnes through the course of
2020. This is 303,000 tonnes lower than
the outlook it reported in April.

According to the Malaysian Rubber
Board (MRB), demand from China is
expected to r ise to  suppor t  i ts
automotive sector growth. China
recorded high vehicle sales in April
2020 with a 4.4% y-o-y increase
after recording negative growth over
the  p rev ious  21  months .  The
situation reflects the rubber market
is moving positively in tandem with
the increase in world’s natural rubber
demand as most countries around
the world have gradually eased
lockdowns and reopened the i r
economies.

After experiencing a sharp fall in prices
of SMR20 grade rubber in the beginning
of April, the prices recovered and
recorded positive movement. One of the
main factors supporting the price
movement was the recovery of the
world’s natural rubber demand with the
easing movement restrictions by most
countries, especially China, which has
resumed operations in the manufacturing

industry after imposing lockdowns since
late January due to the Covid-19
pandemic. It is also supported by
positive growth of the global crude oil
market.

The other factor is a global shortage
of natural rubber supply, as global
rubber production is expected to
decline 2.3% to 13.43 million tonnes

in 2020 compared to the previous year
due to the Movement Control Order
(MCO) in Malaysia and the wintering
season in rubber producing countries.
However,  supply and demand
dynamics also depend on a country’s
ef fect iveness in managing i ts
economic recovery p lan and
containing Covid-19 effectively and
efficiently.                                                

RRRRRubububububber demand and prices turber demand and prices turber demand and prices turber demand and prices turber demand and prices turns positins positins positins positins positivvvvveeeeeRRRRRubububububber demand and prices turber demand and prices turber demand and prices turber demand and prices turber demand and prices turns positins positins positins positins positivvvvveeeee
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The UK government has signalled its
intent to outlaw the disposal of several
waste streams, including bicycle tyres.
The Environment Bill 2020, which is
currently working its way through
parliament, will create a framework to
allow the Department for Education,
Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) to target
specific types of waste.

The dumping of automotive tyres has
been illegal since 2003, however bikes
tyres have been overlooked, despite
being technically almost identical, due
to the absence of a viable recycling

A large volume of rubber might be used
in the construction of riverside rubber
embankments throughout Thailand in an
effort to promote its domestic use
instead of export.

International Tire Exhibition & Conference (ITEC)
2020, to be held in September 2020, announces
that in view of the ongoing health concerns and
travel restrictions arising from Covid-19 pandemic,
the event will now switch to a virtual format. ITEC
Virtual is organised by Rubber & Plastics News.

ITEC 2020 Virtual Edition will expand its format
and take place during 8 - 18 September 2020,
with live conference sessions every weekday
for 9 days, featuring keynote speakers,
individual presentations and panel discussions,
with sessions each morning and afternoon.

The unique feature of ITEC virtual will be a

scheme. A survey conducted in
partnership with the Association of
Cycle Traders (ACT) in 2018 revealed
in excess of 44,000 tonnes of waste
bicycle tyres and inner tubes enter UK
landfill every year.

Work began on developing a UK
collection and recycling scheme for
bicycle tyres and inner tubes, which
is set to be rolled out nationwide by
the end of 2020. The scheme, which
is to be run by Velorim Limited, will
see part ic ipat ing b ike stores,
workshops, hire schemes and cycle

refurbishment centres all become
local collection points. All rubber
collected will be reprocessed into new
materials or re-used in other ways,
with zero going to landfill and none
exported. The scheme will be funded
by consumers, as per government
request, by means of a recycling levy
of 50p per tyre and 20p per inner tube
being charged for every scrap tyre
received.

DEFRA confirmed that once legislation
is passed, tyres will be one of its five
priority waste streams.                   

Uthai Sonlaksap, chairperson of the
Rubber Network Council and Rubber
Farmers Institute of Thailand, said
that his agency is yet to submit a
proposal to the National Rubber

Policy Committee chaired by Prime
Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha. Instead
of exporting a large volume of rubber
at  lowered pr ices to  the wor ld
markets, Thailand might look to use
more of it within the country to create
jobs and raise more incomes for local
villagers, who might be hired in such
rubber levee project.

The proposal is made for the planned
use of some 500,000 tonnes of rubber
in the construction of the anti-flooding
rubber embankments along the banks
of 25 rivers in all regions of the
country. If initially approved by the
commit tee and f inal ly  by the
government, an estimated 100 billion-
baht budget will be provided for rubber
embankment projects to be carried
out nationwide, according to the
rubber agency’s chairperson.       

matchmaking service which will create networking
opportunities for participants and easy opportunities
to connect buyers and sellers. Each attendee will be
given recommended matches based on their
registration profiles and be able to search for
additional matches using category and keyword filters.
Attendees will also be able to chat and to request
and accept video call meet ups via the application.

The organisers expect the virtual format to
substantially increase attendee numbers, due to
the ease and simplicity of attending through online
access from anywhere in the world. Registration
is free through to 31st July and will cost $149 from
1st August through the event.                        

ITEC 2020 to go digitalITEC 2020 to go digitalITEC 2020 to go digitalITEC 2020 to go digitalITEC 2020 to go digitalITEC 2020 to go digitalITEC 2020 to go digitalITEC 2020 to go digitalITEC 2020 to go digitalITEC 2020 to go digital
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Many have provided compelling evidence
on the deteriorating state of the rubber
industry. Plantation companies have
mostly abandoned rubber because of the
unfavourable economics. More than 90%
of rubber planters are smallholders.
Many smallholders have aged, but they
are diehards, sticking to rubber the way
rubber is, sticky and resilient. Few have
abandoned rubber, despite the poor
returns. And two million people are
dependent on them.

The government is also sticking to
rubber. Under the National Commodity
Policy (2011-2020) which ends this year,
ambitious targets were set for rubber.
The industry remains an important
revenue earner. Under the pandemic, the

country’s rubber glove companies are
benefiting from the exploding world
demand.

The persistently low rubber prices have
been the single most important factor of
concern. They are also plagued by
problems related to low productivity and
high production costs. The labour
intensive nature of rubber harvesting has
also exacted a toll on the quality of raw
rubber. The cup lumps produced are
exposed to the elements, bringing down
quality. Tyre makers have increased
pressure on producers to improve quality.

Through the years, technology has been
a prime force in the expansion and
progress of the natural rubber industry.

Technology development, anchored by
the Malaysian Rubber Board (MRB), has
not produced much worth shouting about.

The ambitious targets include raising
rubber yield up to two tonnes per hectare
per year. Unfortunately, the hows to
achieve the targets are silent. That
perhaps explains the poor execution of
the policy. It is time Malaysia develop a
holistic national policy for the rubber
industry, complete with action plans and
monitoring. The new policy would touch
not only on improving the fate of
smallholders, but also governance
issues. The gaps in the governance
structure have been cited as the major
obstacles stalling change and positive
transformation of the industry.         

Bureau of International Recycling (BIR)
is urging European policy makers to
introduce measures targeting minimum
levels of recyclate in tyre and rubber
products, similar to what it did with
plastics.

European Parliament should step in, just
as it did for plastics. There is a need to
‘change mindsets’ and ‘force’ rubber
based industries to incorporate a
minimum recycled content in their
production, as long as product
properties were not greatly affected.
Europe’s market for recycled rubber will
never improve unless regulators make a
decisive move and impose minimum
recycled contents for new products, said

Max Craipeau, chairman of the BIR’s tyre
and rubber committee and is also
founder of Greencore Resources Ltd., a
Hong Kong-based processor of
secondary raw materials.

We are getting closer and closer to real
devulcanization and, with current
technologies, it is possible to incorporate
around 10% regenerated rubber in a new
tyre without really affecting its properties.
The proportion can be as high as 70% for
technical parts in a closed-loop system.
Rubber is definitely more complicated to
regenerate than plastics or metals and
without support from government tyre and
rubber recycling will remain the ‘poor
relation’ of the recycling industry, he noted.

Craipeau said less than 1% of tyre scrap
in Europe is regenerated into reclaimed
rubber, whereas in China over 95% of
end-of-life tyres are turned into high-
value-added reclaimed rubber. Europe
had one of the best feedstocks in the
world for making regenerated rubber. He
believes that mandatory recycled
contents of 5% to 10% for tires and 10%
to 20% for technical rubber parts are
definitely workable.                         
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Dispersions used in the manufacture
of gloves contain solid particles
dispersed into the liquid (water) phase.
Solid particles, especially additives
like sulphur, accelerators, pigment and
zinc oxide have a significantly higher
density than water. The natural
tendency for these materials is to settle
down due to the forces of gravity. This
can result in the dispersion being un-
usable due to heavy sedimentation,
and of course after compounding the
dispersion into latex, the same natural
forces apply to the solid additives now
inside the compounded latex.

The additives should play the required
role in the user’s process of converting
the compounded latex into finished
products with the desired properties. The
physical properties of the dispersion
must be such that the dispersion flows
well when transferred either by gravity
or pumping and should mix well, both
prior to compounding and when
compounded with latex. It should retain
physical properties during storage. The
natural solid sedimentation processes
must be slowed down else it will result
in affecting the quality of the goods and
lead to high rejects. Typical problems in
latex gloves from using inconsistent
dispersion quality can include poor
mechanical / physical properties (e.g.
tensile strength), and visual pinholes,
white spots, heat ageing and reduced
shelf life in storage.

It will be short sighted to only take into
consideration the cost of the raw
material that goes into dispersions. The
notional costs associated with the entire
manufacturing process should also have
to be considered. Compared to a
specialised dispersion manufacturer, the
user making in-house dispersions will
have a smaller scale of operation which

will result in lower economies of scale
and higher conversion costs.

When all of the invisible real cost factors
associated with in-house dispersion
manufacture are taken into account by
the dispersion user, it becomes easier
to see why many dispersion users are
prepared to pay a raw material cost
premium for buying readymade
dispersions. The dispersions used are for

Cambodia-China Intergovernmental
Coordination Committee will meet on
16th June to discuss the Free Trade
Agreement (FTA) between the two
countries and generate ideas about how
to restore the Cambodian economy
once the Covid-19 pandemic has abated.

Deputy Prime Minister Hor Namhong
announced the new agenda at an internal
meeting with the committee at the Office
of the Council of Ministers. He said the
meeting will be attended by Cambodian
members of the committee through video
conference. The Chinese committee will
be led by State Councillor and Minister
of Foreign Affairs Wang Yi.

high quality latex gloves is approximately
3% of the total product being used, the
rest being the rubber. It is well known
that such consistency of dispersion
quality is one key factor of success for
producing top quality dipped latex
goods.  Hence, decision to outsource
additive dispersions is technically sound
and makes better business sense than
ever before.  It is a techno commercially
viable proposition.                           

Cambodia’s total import and export
volume was valued at $36.7 billion
(Exports $14.53 billion and Imports
$22.19 billion) last year, according to the
data from the National Bank of Cambodia.
Cambodia is a developing country and is
capable of exporting agricultural products
to the Chinese market, including milled
rice, mangoes, pepper, rubber and
cashew nuts. China sees Cambodia as
a goods storage facility with exporting
potential to ASEAN members.

The inter-ministerial committee in charge
of negotiations is working on finishing
the FTA and Cambodia-China FTA is
expected to be finalised this month. 

Cambodia-China FTACambodia-China FTA

Outsourcing dispersion for better quality and to enhance profitabilityOutsourcing dispersion for better quality and to enhance profitability
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Thailand’s Bangkok Synthetics (BST) is
considering halving its production of
butadiene (BD) from its Mab Ta Phut
complex from July, as demand for the
synthetic rubber feedstock continues to

Bridgestone launch
Firestone Destination
LE3 Tyre
Bridgestone America (Bridgestone)
announced the launch of its all new
Firestone Destination LE3 tyre, the
latest addition to the company’s best-
selling line of tyres for SUV, CUV and
light truck applications. Engineered for
long-lasting performance, the Firestone
Destination LE3 delivers on-highway
dependability and off-road durability.

We designed the Firestone Destination
LE3 tyre to deliver uncompromising, all-
season performance, said Erik Seidel,
president, consumer replacement tyre
sales, U.S. and Canada, Bridgestone
Americas Tyre Operations.

The tyre is backed by a 70,000 mile
(110,000 kilometre) limited warranty and
is available now at all Bridgestone
authorised dealer locations in the U.S.
and Canada.                                 

be weak and production margins have
come under severe pressure.

Demand for BD has been the hardest
hit among the olefins as the automotive
sector accounts for more than 60% of
consumption. The cut in BD operating
rates means that its downstream
MTBE and butene-1 production units
will also need to be cut because of
the lack of feedstock. The Mab Ta

Phut complex has 140,000 t/yr BD,
53,000 t/yr MTBE and 35,000 t/yr
butene-1 units.

BST does not typically export its BD
and uses it for its synthetic rubber
units. But they have been shut since
the end of May through to July, as
demand from the main automotive
sector has been hit because of the
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Gary Champlin
elected as ISRI
chairperson
The Washington based Institute of Scrap
Recycling Industries (ISRI) has
announced the election of Gary
Champlin of Champlin Tire Recycling,
Concordia, Kansas as new national
officers to two-year terms.             

TTTTThailand’hailand’hailand’hailand’hailand’s BST considers BST considers BST considers BST considers BST considers output cuts output cuts output cuts output cuts output cutTTTTThailand’hailand’hailand’hailand’hailand’s BST considers BST considers BST considers BST considers BST considers output cuts output cuts output cuts output cuts output cut

Maximium ReachMaximium ReachMaximium ReachMaximium ReachMaximium Reach
at the Lowest Tariffat the Lowest Tariffat the Lowest Tariffat the Lowest Tariffat the Lowest Tariff

https://rubber4u.com/Public/R4utariff.pdfCLICK HERE
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(In Lakh `.)

Export & Import of Rubber & Articles
thereof Under Chapter 40

(Source: Dept of Commerce)

HS Code Commodity Export Import
4001 NATURAL RUBBER BALATA GUTTAPERCHA

ETC & SMLR NATURAL GUMS IN
PRMRY FORMS/IN PLTS SHTS/STRP 12,547.71 431,323.26

 4002 SYNTHETIC RUBBER & FACTICE DERIVED FORM
OILS, IN PRIMARY FORMS OR IN PLATES,
SHEETS OR STRIP; MIXTURES OF ANY PRO  63,630.23 507,748.13

 4003 RECLAIMED RUBBER IN PRIMARY FORMS
OR IN PLATES, SHEETS OR STRIP  48,693.68 699.26

 4004 WASTE, PARINGS AND SCRAP OF RUBBER
(OTHER THAN HARD RUBBER) & POWDERS &
GRANULES OBTAINED THEREFROM 1,269.77 23,520.59

4005 COMPDED RUBBER UNVULCNSD IN
PRMRY FORMS/IN PLATES SHEETS/STRIP 14,305.96 105,527.78

4006 OTHER FORMS (FOR EXAMPLE, RODS, TUBES
& PROFILE SHAPES) & ARTICLES (FOR
EXAMPLE, DISCS & RINGS), OF
UNVULCANISED RUBBER 2,293.88 1,286.41

4007 VULCANISED RUBBER THREAD & CORD  3,776.08 4,879.51
4008 PLATS,SHTS,STRP,RODS & PROFILE SHAPES

OF VULCNSD RUBBER OTHR THN HARD RUBBER 61,023.15 19,549.42
4009 TUBES, PIPES AND HOSES, OF VULCANISED

RUBBER OTHER THAN HARD RUBBER, WITH
OR WITHOUT THEIR FITTINGS (FOR EXAMPLE,  92,880.11 85,760.01

4010 CNVYR TRNSMSSN BLTS/BLTNG
OF VULCNSD RUBBER  82,609.99 56,181.29

4011 NEW PNEUMATIC TYRES, OF RUBBER  1,074,430.54 226,902.01
4012 RETREADED OR USED PNEUMATIC TYRES OF

RUBBER, SOLID OR CUSHION TYRES,
TYRE TREADS & TYRE FLAPS, OF RUBBER  31,219.85 7,516.72

4013 INNER TUBES, OF RUBBER  48,843.39 3,006.56
4014 HYGNC/PHRMCTL ARTCLS (INCL TEATS) OF

VALCNSD RUBBER OTHER THAN HARD RUBBER
WTH/WITHOUT FITTINGS OF HARD RUBBER 40,442.47 12,089.91

4015 ARTCL OF APARL AND CLOTHING
ACCESSORIES (INCL. GLOVES, MITTENS
& MITTS) FOR ALL PURPOSE OF
VULCANISED RUBBER NOT HARD 29,599.14 70,325.11

4016 OTHER ARTICLES OF VULCANISED
RUBBER OTHER THAN HARD RUBBER 267,422.96 328,497.85

4017 HARD RUBBER (FOR EXAMPLE, EBONITE)
IN ALL FORMS, INCLUDING WASTE & SCRAP;
ARTICLES OF HARD RUBBER  1,537.75 2,061.97

Total 1876,526.66 1886,875.79

During April-December 2019

Rubber 2020 2019

Production

Natural Rubber (NR)
Ribbed Smoked Sheet 442565 384340
Solid Block Rubber 97755 97640
Latex Concentrates (drc) 65010 65545
Others 21670 20475
Total 627000 568000

Synthetic Rubber (SR)
Styrene Butadiene 208913 209326
Poly Butadiene(BR) 107327 102475
Others 10830 4032
Total 327070 315833
Total NR & SR 954070 883833

Consumption*
Natural Rubber (NR)
Ribbed Smoked Sheet 420710 430250
Solid Block Rubber 449370 491970
Latex Concentrates (drc) 63710 74880
Others 21830 22840
Total 955620 1019940

Synthetic Rubber (SR)
Styrene Butadiene (SBR) 304415 297305
Poly Butadiene(BR) 156875 165880
Others 90280 113740
Total 551570 576925

Total NR & SR 1507190 1596865
*: indigenous and imported

Reclaimed Rubber (RR)
Production @ 117150 119975
Consumption 116525 118390
Stock with Manufacturers 13930 13460
(End of January)
@: indigenous purchase by manufacturers

Import / Export
Import (p)
Natural Rubber 400762 508277
Synthetic Rubber 269838 280248
Total NR & SR 670600 788525

Export (p)
Natural Rubber 10316 3728
p:provisional

(Metric Tonnes)

(Source: Rubber Board)

RUBBER POSITIONRUBBER POSITION
During April - January

I  N  D  I  a  N
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Rubber4U, published by Caprint, exercise due care and caution in collecting the news / data before publication. In spite of this if any omission, inaccuracy or error occur
with regard to the news / data contained in this bulletin, Rubber4U / Caprint will not be held responsible or liabale.

(Prices in yen / kilogram)

Day Session (08:45 - 15:15)  As of 12th June 2020 16:03 JST

Trade Date: 12th June 2020

SCHEDULE

Exhibition

Conference

Month Last Setl. Price Open High Low Close Change Volume Settlement
June 2020 139.8 136.0 140.6 135.9 140.6 +0.8 23 140.6
July 2020 143.7 143.0 143.6 141.1 143.0 -0.7 33 143.0
August 2020 147.5 144.8 146.2 143.6 146.1 -1.4 17 146.1
September 2020 151.3 149.0 151.0 147.4 151.0 -0.3 86 151.0
October 2020 157.4 154.2 156.3 152.9 155.9 -1.5 444 155.9
November 2020 160.0 157.0 159.0 155.3 159.0 -1.0 2,901 159.0

Rubber & Tyre Vietnam
17 - 19 June 2020
At Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam.

GRTE 2020
8 - 10 July 2020
At BITEC, Bangkok, Thailand.

China International Tire
and Wheel Fair
23 - 25 July 2020
At Qingdao International Convention
Center, PR China.

ChinaPlas 2020
3 - 6 August 2020
At NECC, Hongqiao,
Shanghai, PR China.

Tyrexpo Africa
4 - 6 August 2020
At Sandton Convention Centre,
Johannesburg, South Africa.

16th Global Rubber Conference
5 - 7 August 2020
At Grand Mercure Fortune,
Bangkok, Thailand.

China International Tire Expo
17 - 19 August 2020
At Shanghai, China.

Asia Pacific Tyre & Retread Exhibition
20 - 22 August 2020
At Putra WTC, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia.

IIBT 2020
26 - 28 August 2020
At JIExpo Kemayoran,
Jakarta, Indonesia.

perfectdesign.95@gmail.com

Required
Banners/Posters

at reasonable
rates

Cell: +91 - 9561049768

Required
Banners/Posters

at reasonable
rates

ExpoSureExpoSure

Survival of the
fittest

O n e  G o a l  T o  R e a c h

Improve your
Health & Stay

Fit & Fine.
With your query write to:

onegoaltoreach@gmail.com

Keep Alive your

by promoting through

at the lowest rateat the lowest rateat the lowest rateat the lowest rateat the lowest rate

Just a click away

P R O D U C T S

Rubber4U
Latest update at  the earliest  time

promotyourself@gmail.com
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